**Max’s Snack Attack**

Uh-oh! While you were out of the house, your best friend Max couldn’t resist tasting your paper model collection. All those hours of cutting, folding and gluing the fragile little things, gone in a just few minutes of Max’s snack attack! A scene of miniature destruction not known since Godzilla trashed the stage set of Tokyo.

Though you caught Max in the act, how could such a good doggie be guilty of this cardboard carnage? Perhaps it was the cat who destroyed these paper models.

The lesson learned is that you should not leave your paper models at home, but take them along to the International Paper Modelers Convention, where you can show them off to other paper model enthusiasts!

**International Paper Modelers Convention**
**Sterling, VA – November 7, 2015**
Start by assembling the square axle. Then score and cut out the two cams. Don't forget to cut out the square holes at each end of the cam. Test the fit of the axle in the square holes before assembling the cams to make sure they slip snugly onto the axle. Glue each cam in the place indicated.

Cut out the tail wagger and jaw dropper. Cut out the interior holes and glue back-to-back. Assemble the jaw bone into a triangular tube and glue to the jaw dropper.

Assemble the base into a box. Fit the jaw dropper over the jaw cam. If necessary, trim the square hole so that the jaw cam turns easily. Place the axle into the round holes by sliding one end, then the other.

Fit the tail wagger over the tail cam. If necessary, trim the inside of the wagger so that the cam turns easily. Slide the tail wagger and jaw dropper through the holes in the top and glue the top down. Glue the washers, making sure the axle turns freely.
Glue the base of the paws to the top, and the long tab to the jaw bone. Let the glue dry before turning the axle or cams.

Assemble the head, the nose and ears, then glue each into place.

Assemble the body piece. Pull the tail through the small slot at the dog’s posterior then glue the body to the sides of the front legs and top.

Add the head, scene of the crime and the crank to finish the model.